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A single-valued a-transducer is an a-transducer for which the transduction relation is 
a partial function on strings. Our concern is with questions of decidability and with the 
structure of input strings (and the associated output strings) that are accepted via more than 
one path. The main results are: Single-valuedness is decidable. Equivalence of single- 
valued a-transducers is decidable. For an a-transducer multipath-input strings which 
pass through loops must pass through loops whose inputs satisfy commutativity condi- 
nons and when the a-transducer is single-valued the outputs of the loops must satisfy 
mmllar conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An a-transducer is a nondeterministic f nite-state machine with final states. It differs 
from the finite-state transducer in that it has the capacity to input strings rather than 
single svmbols with each transition. The outputs with each transition are also strings. 
The a-transducer has been used to a great extent in formal anguage theory [4, 5] because 
particularly well-known families of languages (full-AFL's)remain closed under a-transduc- 
tion. However, we also believe that a-transducers are of interest as finite-state systems 
because they are the most general type of finite-state machine without accessory memory 
devices. The tranductions of these machines have been examined using highly mathe- 
matical approaches by Eilenberg [2] and Nivat [7]. 
An a-transducer, in general, relates an input string to a set of output strings rather 
than a single string. This makes it difficult to use the a-tranducer in more applied areas 
of computer science or to examine the string-to-string theoretical properties of sequential 
functions. Deterministic a-transducers have been useful in applications to syntax- 
directed compiling [1] but are not the most general type of a-transducer possible, which 
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has the property of mapping strings to strings as a partial function. In this paper, we 
define a single-valued a-tranducer to be an a-transducer which is a partial function on 
strings and we study properties of this kind of device. 
Following the presentation of precise definitions in Section 2, we treat a number of 
decidab!lity questions in Sections 3 and 4. Single-valuedness i  shown to be a decidable 
property for a-transducers. Certain questions that are undecidable for the class of ar- 
bitrary a-transducers turn out to be decidable for the class of single-valued a-transducers. 
In particular, equivalence is decidable for single-valued a-transducers. 
After the presentation of required definitions and crucial lemmas in Section 5, we 
study in Sections 6 and 7 looping properties of paths. We examine the loops in arbitrary 
a-transducers and our results give conditions for an input to be accepted along multiple 
paths. Furthermore, if the a-transducer is single-valued, then we can specify conditions 
for the output of loops as well. The major results are to the effect that multipath strings 
which pass through loops must necessarily pass through loops whose inputs form com- 
mutative sets. Similarly for single-valued a-transducers, the outputs of such loops also 
form commutative sets. Conversely, the existence of such commutative sets may give 
rise to multipath inputs. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION-. An a-transducer 3t  is a 6-tuple (K, X, A, H, qo , F) where: 
(i) K, 27, and A are finite sets called the set of states, the input alphabet, and the 
output alphabet, respectively; 
(ii) H is a set of 4-tuples (ql, x, y, qj) where q, E K, x ~ Z'*, y c A*, and q~ ~ K; 
(iii) q0 is an element of K called the start state; 
(iv) F is a subset of K called the set of final states. 
For such an ..$I, a path is a finite sequence of elements of H with the property that, 
for each pair of successive lements (q.,, x, y, q,~), (qr, x', y', q~) in the sequence, qn = qr. 
A path (qa, x2, Y2. q2),.-., (qt-1 , xz, yz, qi), (q,, x,+l, Yi+a, q~+l),..., (q.-x, x . ,  y . ,  qn) 
will be said to be a path from qa to q. associated with the input x,, "" x~x~+ 1 "" x. and 
output y~ "" y, Y,+I "'" Y,~ 9 
The central notion in terms of which the input-output behavior of M is specified is 
that of a transduction: A path from qo to a final state having associated input x (e 27*) and 
output y (E A *) is called a transduction of input x into output y via M. For each x ~ X*, 
we define ~l(x) ~- { y ~ A* ', there exists a transduction T of x into y via ~I}. The domain 
of M is Dora(M) = {:,' ~ X* ! M(x) # ~). 
DEFINITION-. An a-transducer M = (K, 27, A, H, qo,F) is 
(i) single-valued (SV-) if for each x e X*, M(x) is either empty or a singleton; 
(ii) single-accepting (SA-) if for each x ~ 27~, there is at most one transduction T
via M with input x; 
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(iii) deterministic (DET-) if the following two conditions hold: If H contains 
(qi, x l ,y ,  q~) and (qi, xlx2, z, qk), then x2 = e (the blank), y = z, and q~ ~ q~. H 
contains no 4-tuple of the form (q,, e, y, qj) with q, oF.  
Notice that M is single-valued if and only if two transductions with the same input have 
the same output; and M is single-accepting if and only if distinct transductions with the 
same input do not exist. 
DEFINITION. The a-transducers M = (K, 27, A, H, q0,F) and M'  = (K', 27, A, H', 
qo', F') are equivalent (,lI ~ 5I') if, for each x e 27*, ]li(x) = ~l'(x). 
3. DETERMINING SINGLE-\YALUEDNESS AND EQUIVALENCE 
In this section, we provide algorithms for deciding 
(i) whether a given a-transducer _M is a single-valued (Corollary 4), 
(ii) whether M is a single-accepting (Corollary 5), and 
(iii) whether agiven pair of single-valued a-transducers are equivalent (Corollary 3). 
In order to make our proofs easier to assimilate, we work with a special class of a-trans- 
ducers. 
DEFINITION. An a-transducer ill = (K, X,A,  H, qo ,F) is prepared if for each 
(q~, x, y, qj) in H, either x = e or x ~ 27. 
From an arbitrary a-transducer M = (K, 27, A, H, q0 ,F) we construct a prepared 
a-transducer 3 - /=  (K, 27, A, H, q0, F) which we will refer to as the prepared version oflll: 
For each h = (q~, xlx 2 "" x,~, y, qj) in H (with n ) 2, xi ~ 27, and y ~ A*) we make the 
following modification of M. We remove h from H and replace it by n 4-tuples (qi, x l ,  
e, qha), (qhl, x2, e, q~,2),..., (qh(m-1), x~ ,y, qi). The q~. (1 ~ h ~< n -- 1) are new states 
that are added to K. They appear in no 4-tuples in H other than the two above. The a- 
transducer M that remains after the above alterations have been carried out is the 
prepared version of M. We will make frequent use of the following elementary observations 
about the relation between M and M: M and ]lI are equivalent. ~l'/is single-valued if
and only if M is single-valued. 3 I  is single-accepting if and only if M is single- accepting. 
With each transduction T via an a-transducer M we will associate a sequence of states, 
Seq T. To define Seq T, we let T be denoted: 
T: (qo, xl, yl,  qt), (ql, x2, Yz, qe),...,(qi-1, x,, yi, qi),(qi, xi+x, y,+~, qi+l),...,(q~-l, x,, y~, q,). 
Then Seq T is the subsequence of qo, ql , q2 .... , qi-1 , q i  , q i+a  . . . .  , qn-a , qn defined as 
follows. Seq T will start with qo and end with q,,, but will contain qi (0 < i < n) only 
when the following two conditions hold: 
(i) x; @ e, and 
(ii) there isa j ,  suchthat i< j~ nandx j  #e .  
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We illustrate: For a transduction T: (qo , e, aa, qa), (q~ , a, a, q~), (qz , a, e, qa), (ql , e, a, qa), 
(q3, a, a, q~), (q~, e, a, q~) via some unspecified Af, we have Seq T: qo, q~, q~, q~ 9 
We now have the concepts required to prove the single theorem which will yield the 
algorithms tated in the initial paragraph of this section. 
THEOREM ]. Let i l l  : :  (K, 2:, A, H, %,  F)  and M'  : (K', Z, A, H',  qo', F') be pre- 
pared a-transducers and let K and K' be the number of elements in K and K ' ,  respectively. 
I f  there is a string w c Z* for which s ~ M(w),  s' ~ Al'(w), and s ~ s' then there must be 
such a w having length tess than 2~cK'. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there are 3I, 31' satisfying the two conditions: 
(i) For each v ~27" of length less than 2KK' either M(v)  : ~ ,  AI'(v) : ~,  or 
M(v)  and M'(v)  are the same singleton set. 
(ii) There is a w ~ X* that has minimal length subject o the condition that there 
are s ~ M(w)  and s' e 3I '(w) satisfying s 4: s'. The proof will be completed by deriving 
the contradiction s = s'. 
Let T and T' be transductions of w into s via M and w into s' via M' ,  respectively. 
Consider 
Seq T: qo ,..., qi ,..., q,~ , 
Seq T': qo', .... q;',..., q.', 
where n is the length of w. By (i), n ) 2K~' and the number of terms in each sequence is 
n + 1 ~" 2KK' + 1. Regard, for a moment, the two sequences as a single sequence of 
(vertically)-ordered pairs (q, , q(). Since the number of distinct ordered pairs in K • K '  
is KK', and since there are at least 2K# + 1 pairs in the sequence, we conclude that 
repetitions of ordered pairs occur as follows: There are subscripts i(1), i(2), i(3), i(4) for 
which 0 ~ i(1) < i(2) ~ KK' ~ i(3) ~ i(4) < n and q~(1) = q~(~), q'(1) ~ q~(2) , q,(3) = 
! t q,(~), q~l~) = q,(4> 9 We use this choice of states to define factorizations w ~ WlW~W3W4W 5 , 
s = SlS2S3SaS 5 , and s' == Sl'So'S3'S~'S 5  as follows: w I is that portion of w that corresponds 
to the changes of state from qo to q,(a) via T and from %' to q~(1) via T', and s I and s 1' 
are the associated output strings; w 2 is that portion of w that corresponds to the changes 
t t q~(1) to qd2) via T, qi(l) to qt(2) via T' with s2, s~' the output str ings; '";  ' " ;  w 5 is that 
portion of w that corresponds to the changes q~(4) to q,, via T, q~(4) to q~' via T' with ss, 
s 5' the output strings. 
Since i(1) < i(2) and i(3) < i(4), w 2 J- e and w a 4- e. Thus the strings w~w3ws, 
wlw2w3w 5 , and WlW.~WaW:, are strictly shorter than w. Since both / l l  and 3 I '  give an outpuut 
for each of these three strings (for example: sxs2s~s 5 ~ M(wiw2waws)), we have by the 
minimal condition on the length of w (expressed in (ii)) the following three equations: 
SlS3S 5 : $1 'S3;Ss ' ,  (3.1) 
sls2s3s.~ = Sl'S2'S~'S~', (3.2) 
SlS3S~S:, -~ Sl' S3'S4'Ss'. (3.3) 
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From (3.1), (3.2), or (3.3) it follows that either s a or s(  is an initial segment of the other. 
As the three equations are symmetric in the primed and unprimed symbols we may 
assume s1' ~ s ix  for the remainder of this proof. 
On cancelling Sl, Eq. (3.1) yields s~s 5 = xs3'ss'. We will subdivide the remainder of 
the proof into three cases by an analysis of this latter equation. Either (Case I) sz is an 
initial segment of x or (Case II) x is an initial segment of s~. 
In Case I we let x = say  and conclude that s 5 = ys3's J .  Notice that in the present case 
SI p : Sl3t' ---- SlS:] y .  
In Case II  we let s3 = xy  and conclude that ys~ - -  s~'ss'. Consideration of this latter 
equation splits our second case into two subcases: Either (Case I I (a ) )y  is an initial 
segment of s:~' or (Case II(b)) s~' is an initial segment ofy.  In Case II(a) we let s 3' = yz  
and conclude zs.( - -  s~. In Case II(b) we let y - -  s3'z and conclude zs  5 ~ s~'. Notice that 
in this subcase ,% := xy  = xsa'z. 
The following three sentences record those equations above that are used in the 
conclusion of the proof: In Case I: s 5 - -  ysa's 5' and s 1' = slsay.  In Case II(a): s 3 = xy, 
sa = zs:,', s (  = s ix , and s a' = yz. In Case II(b): s a = XSa'Z , s 1' = s ix , and s~' = zs5 9 
Assume Case I. (3.2) yields sls2saysa's 5' = sasayso'Sa'S ~' and by cancellation s2s3y = 
sa ys,z'. (3.3) yields sdas~ ysa's.( ~- slsaysa's4's 5' and by cancellation s 4 ys a' = ysa's4'. Then 
S = SlS2S3S4$ 5 : :  SlS2SaS 4 ys3ts5  t = SlS2S 3 ys3ts~Its  at ~-  slsays2'sa's4'ss' = SlrS2tSatS4tSst = s ' .  
Assume Case II(a). (3.2) yields s~s2xyzss ' :  S lXS2'yzs ~' and s , , '=  xs2'. (3.3) yields 
SI,'~y$4~'Sst $1,X 'yZS4'S5 t and s4z : zs4'. Then s : sls2sss~s 5 : S lS2xys4~,s  5' - -  SlXS.,' yzsa's  ~' = 
SlIS2ts3ts4tsT) t : : :  S t.  
Assume Case II(b). (3.2) yields SlS2XS~'Zs ~ = SxXS(S.,'zs~ and s.,x = xs~'. (3.3) yields 
SlXS3tgs4s5 : S lXS3'S4'~S 5 and zs 4 = s4'z. Then s - -  SlS2S~SaS:, - -  s~Qxs~'zsas ~ -~  SlXS2~ $3ts4t zs,5 
SlZS2tS3~S4tS5 t == S' .  
Let M : -  (K, 2, A, H, q0,F)  and 31' : (K',  27, A, H',  q0',F') be a-transducers 
having domains D and D', respectively,. Let S be the set of strings in 27* of length at most 
2~*r - -  l, where ~ and ~' are the number of states in the prepared equivalents of M and 
3 I ' ,  respectively. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  3 I  and  31'  aeree and  are s ingle-valued on S ~ D n D',  then they 
agree and  are s ingle-valued throughout D n D'.  
Proof.  Suppose that 31 and M'  agree and are single-valued on S n D n D'. By 
Theorem l, if there were a w ~ D n D' for which s e M(w) ,  s' ~ 3I'(w), and s :/: s', then 
there would be such a w in S n D n D'. Consequently, no such w exists. For each 
w c D n D', neither M(w)  nor M(w' )  is empty. Since each element of M(w) is equal 
to each element of 3I'(w), M(w)  and M(w' )  must be the same singleton set. Thus M and 
M'  agree and are single-valued throughout D n D'. 
In the special cases in which D _C D' and D = D',  Corollary 1 takes the form of 
Corollaries 2 and 3, respectively: 
COROLLARY 2. I f  D ~ D' and M and M' agree and  are s ingle-valued on S n D, then M 
is s ingle-valued and  3 I  C 3[ ' .  
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COROLLARY 3. I f  D ~ D' and h i  and )~I' agree and are single-valued on S n D, then 
~l and 3I' are equivalent and single-valued. 
Since the relations D C D' and D = D' are decidable (being purely automata theoretic), 
the previous two corollaries yield: For an a-transducer M and a single-valued a-transducer 
M', it is decidable whether ~I C M'. Equivalence of single-valued a-transducers i  decidable. 
These questions are undecidable for arbitrary a-transducers as shown by Griffiths [6]. 
In the special case in which M -~ M', Corollary 3 takes the following form: 
COROLLARY 4. I f  M is single-valued on S n D, then M is single-valued. 
COROLLARY 5. If ~i is single-accepting onS n D, then M is single-accepting. 
Proof. Let M == (K, Z, A, H, q0,F) be the prepared version of M. Form the a- 
transducer M1 = (K ,X ,  A1 ,H I ,qo ,  F) where A 1 = H and H i is identical with /~r 
except hat for each ( p, x, y, q) in H, we have ( p, x, ( p, x, y, q), q) in Er 1 . Notice that M 
is single-accepting if and only if M is single-accepting if and only if M 1 is single-valued. 
The present corollary then follows by an application of Corollary 4 to M 1 . 
The previous two corollaries yield: It is decidable whether a given a-transducer is single- 
valued, and it is decidable whether it is single-accepting. Other algorithms for deciding 
single acceptance are possible since M is single-accepting if and only if as an input 
reading automaton M is unambiguous. 
From 31 and M'  an a-transducer M ~) M'  = (K U K', Z', A, H W H '  W {(q, e, e, %), 
(q, e, e, q0 )~, q, F u F') can be formed. If M and M'  are single-valued, then M u M '  
will be single-valued precisely if M and M'  agree on D ~ D'. Thus to decide in such a 
situation whether M u M'  is single-valued, Corollary 1 provides our shortest algorithm. 
Corollary 4 applied to M u M '  provides such a decision procedure also, but an un- 
necessarily long one. 
For 31 ~ (K, Z, A, H, %, F), an element (qi, e, y, q~) ~ H is called an e-move. The 
e-moves can be removed almost entirely from single-valued a-transducers. The next 
proposition makes this assertion precise. The proof, which uses routine methods, is 
omitted since we do not use the proposition here. 
PROPOSITION I. Let ~I be a single-valued a-transducer. I f M(e) = ;~, then there exists 
an a-transducer M'  M having no e-moves. I f  M(e) ~- { y}, where y e A*, then there 
exists an a-transducer M'  = M that has exactly one e-move, (qo, e, y, q), where q (v~ %) is 
a final state of M'  which appears in no other 4-tuple of H'. 
Notice that the preparation procedure followed by the procedure of Proposition 1 
allows, for any single-valued a-transducer M, the construction of an equivalent M '  
with the property that for all but at most one (ql, x, y, qj) ~ H', x ~ Z. 
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4. INTERPRETATIONS FOR a-LANGUAGES 
The formalism of the a-transducer has an alternate grammatical form, the a-grammar 
defined below. The purpose of this section is to set down the interpretation of our 
previous results in terms of these a-grammars and the languages they generate. 
An a-grammar is a context-free linear grammar G = (1/~, Ur,  P, S) having a distin- 
quished terminal symbol, say #,  for which: 
(i) # appears in no production rules except hose of the form A --~ #,  A e I~,, and 
(ii) there are no productions of the form B--~c, Bc~. ,  cc Vr, c ~4 #. An 
a-language is a language that can be generated by an a-grammar. 
Each string s in an a-language has a unique representation i the form s = x # 3'. 
We call x and y the/eft and right sides of s, respectively. 
Each a-transducer M = (K, X, A, H, qo ,F) provides an a-grammar G(M)= (K, 
27 w {#} k9 A, P, q0) constructed as follows. Choose a symbol # not in 27 u d. Form P 
from H and F: For each ( p, x,y, q) ~ H place p -+ xqy R in P, and for each p eF, place 
p -+ # in P. LetL(M) denote the language generated by G(M). 
Each a-grammar G = (Vn, Vr,  P, S) provides an a-transducer 3I(G) = 
(Vn, VL, VR, H, S,F) constructed as follows. Let ~ ={x< l"r ] x occurs in the left 
side of some soL(G)} and VR = [ye  I r l y  occurs in the right side of some s eL(G)). 
Form H and F from P: For each A --~ xBy in P place (A, w, yR, B) in H, and for each 
C ~ # in P place C in F. 
Let ~aI and G be an a-transducer and an a-grammar for which either G -- G(3I) or 
21I = M(G). The relation between transductions via M and generations via G is briefly 
expressible: Transductions of w into s via 3 I  are in one-one correspondence with 
derivations of w # s e via G. Consequently, G is unambiguous if and only if distinct trans- 
ductions via M with the same input have distinct outputs. 
Ambiguity is undecidable for arbitrary a-grammars. (The Post Correspondence 
Problem can be encoded as such an ambiguity question.) For certain a-grammars our 
results will give decidability of ambiguity: We will say that an a-language L is single- 
valued if distinct strings in L have distinct left sides (i.e., x #y  ~L, x #y '  eL  imply 
y = y'). An a-grammar G is" single-valued ifL(G) is single-valued. Notice that 2ll is single- 
valued iff L(M) is single-valued iff G(M) is single-valued. 
On comparing the characterization above of unambiguity of G(M) in terms of trans- 
ductions via M with the characterizations, stated in Section 2, of single-valuedness and 
single-acceptance of 3 I  in terms of transductions via 3I, we have: 
PROPOSITION 2. A single-valued a-grammar G is unambiguous if and only if 3I(G) is" 
single-accepting. 
We may now state the language theoretic versions of the results of Section 3. Corol- 
laries 2, 3, 4, and 5 reformulate into the Corollaries 6, 7, 8, and 9 below, although Propo- 
sition 2 is also required for Corollary 9. 
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COROLLARY 6. For an a-grammar G 1 and a single-valued a-grammar G 2 , it is decidable 
whether L(G~) C L(G.,). 
COROLLARY 7. biquivalence is decidable for single-valued a-grammars. 
From the a-grammar interpretation of Griffiths [6], it follows that the hypotheses of 
single-valuedness in Corollaries 6 and 7 cannot be omitted. 
COROLLARY 8. It  is decidable whether an a-grammar is single-valued. 
COROLLARY 9. I t  is decidable whether a single-valued a-grammar is ambiguous. 
5. LooPs IN a-TRANSDUCERS 
Much of the material that follows will concern itself with loops and paths in a-trans- 
ducers. Below we give some terminology developed for the description of particular 
types of loops. 
I f  (p,  x, y, q) is a transition in H in the a-transducer M then h(p,  x, y, q) = x and 
h'(p,  x ,y ,  q)=--y,  where h and h' are homomorphisms such that h: H*---~ 27" and 
h': H* --~ A*. I f  C is a path, then h(C) is the associated input and h'(C) is the associated 
output of C. We use h and h' only as the names of these particular homomorphisms. 
If C == (ql ,  Xl, Yl ,  q2)(q2, v~, Y2, qz)"'" (q~, x~, y~,  q~+l) is a path in M, then C 
has a loop if there is a state q~ in C such that qi = q~ for some j ~ i. (The portion of C 
from q~ to q~ is called the loop.) A loop is simple if qt ~ qm for all qz and q~ within the loop. 
A path is simple if it contains no loops. Loops in paths of a-transducers may bear three 
particular elationships to each other. Two loops D 1 and D 2 are star-shaped if both D 1 
and Dz are loops that begin and end at the same state. Loops D 1 and D~ are nested if 
D t == DI'D ~ and DI'D2D' ~ is a path. Loops D 1 and D2 are successive if there is a D z ~ e 
such that D1DzD z is a path. Loops are adjoining if they are nested, star-shaped, or suc- 
cessive. 
The results in the remaining part of this paper are based entirely on the three lemmas 
that follow. 
LEMMA I. I f  u and v are strings over some finite alphabet ,~ and i f  x = u*lvi2uq ... v ~ = 
#1u~2#3 ... u~'~, where il -~ 0 and j l  ~- O, then uv - -  vu. 1 
Proof. We can assume that if any exponent on either side of the equation uqvq "" v i* = 
#~uS2 ... uJ,~ is zero, then all subsequent exponents on that side are zero. 
Case 1. I f  u or v is e, the result follows trivially. 
Case 2. If i 2 =j,~ = 0, then u ~ = #1 and uv = vu by Lemma 5.5.2 of [3]. 
1 It was shown in [3] that if uv = vu, then there is a string w such that v = w n and u = w ~ for 
some m and n. 
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Case 3. If  i 1 ~-~ Jl = I and i z v a 0 and J2 :fi 0, then uv  = vu  since i uv  [ = [ vu [ 
and uv  and vu are initial substrings on both sides of the equation. 2 I f  i l  = j~ = 1 
and i 2 = 0, then j2 = 0; similarly if j2 = 0, then i2 = 0. 
In  Cases 4, 5, and 6 we assume Cases 1, 2, and 3 do not apply. 
Case 4. ] v~' i = [ u I. Since i 1 :# 0, then v6 = u and we are finished. 
Case 5. ] Vi' I > [ u [. Th is  case falls into the following four subcases. 
Subease A. If  [ v [ = [ u [ since/1 -~ 0 and j l  :/: 0, then u = v. 
Subcase B. ]v]  < ]u] .  I f  I v [  < l u[ ,  then u=v~'s  for some k >/ 1 and v-----st 
as shown in Fig. 1. 
v 
[ l i ' l L '  v V s I t v I 
FIGURE 1 
By subst itut ing v = st and u = vks into the original equation we get 
((st) ~ ~)', (st) ' ,  ~, = (st) ~, ((st) ~ $)J, 8, (5.1) 
where ~ and fl represent the remaining portions of the strings on either side of the equa- 
tion. The equation above can be rewritten as 
(st) ~ $((st) ~ s ) ' r l  ~' = (st)"' ((st) k ~)~ 8. 
But Jl > k, so we get 
s((st)~ s),1-1 ~, = (st)J,-~ ((st)~ s)J~ 8. 
When j2 = O, then j l  - -  k > I so assume j2 ~ 1. I f i  1 > 1, weget:  
ssto~ u = sts~ ~ 
and since ] ss t  [ = [ sts l, we  get sst = sts. 
While if i 1 = 1, then i2 > 0, and we refer back to Eq. (5.1): 
(st) ~ $(st)'~ ~ = (st) sl ((~t) ~ $)J~ 8, 
s (s ty  ~ ~ = (st) 6 -k  ((st)  ~ s) j~ 8, 
Let [ x [ be the length of the string x. 
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so again we get I sst [ = I sts l, and, consequently, that sst = sts. Then uv = (st)ksst -~ 
st(st)ks = (st)ksts = vu. 
Subcase C. l ul < Iv[  and ]u't[  ~ [v [ . I f [uq l  = [v ] , thenuq=vandweare  
finished so assume that ]uql  > [vl .  Then v =uks  for some k ~ 1 and u =st  as 
shown in Fig. 2. 
I 
u u u s t 
I 
F IGURE 2 
Substituting back into the original equation we get 
(st) i~ ((st) ~ s) i~ o~ = ((st) ~ s) h (st) h ft. 
Notice that this equation is identical to (5.1) except hat the i's and j 's  are on different 
sides of the equation. The same reduction process used in Subcase B yields the result 
that sst = sts. Since v = uks and u ----- st, we again get the equality uv  = vu.  
Subcase D. lu l  < Iv]  and [uql  <]v [ -  This subcase is represented by Fig. 3. 
~r 
E I ! u s ! t I 
k v A 
r" "-1 
FIGURE 3 
Notice that s is an initial substring of the upper string in the diagram. This subcase also 
has two cases. The first is where [ s l ~ i uq [. I f  Is [ = ] uq [, then v = u2q and the 
result follows immediately. If [ s [ < [ uq 1, then the substring s in the initial portion of 
the upper string divides some u into two parts so that u = rm and s = ukr for some 
k ) 0. We know that v = uils so v = (rm)%+kr. Substituting this information back into 
the original equation we get: 
( rm) il ( (rm) q+~ r) % ~ ~- ( (rm) i1+~ r)  h ( rm/~ fl, (5.2) 
or since i 2 > 0: 
(rrn) zq+t: r((rm)it+~r) %-1 c~ = (rm)q+kr((rm)q+~rh-1 (rm) h [3 
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or 
(rm) q r~' = r((rm)q+kr) J~-I (rm) J2 [3 
I f  i~ >~ 1 and J l  ~ 1, then we get 
rmrc~" ---- rrm[3' and ] rmr  = rrm [, so rmr  = rrm. 
On the other hand, if [ s I > [ uq I, we have the situation represented by Fig. 4. 
=. s I 
v 
q 
' ' I 
I s2  I t .  
t I 
! I 




Let  s=s  i =uqs~.  But if I s2l > [uq l  then we note that s 2 =uias3 . The process 
may be repeated until  sk_ 1 = uixsk and [s k ] < I uq t, then s k = uhr for some h ~ 1, 
k ~ 0, and u = rm. Observe that sl = uqsz = uZqs3 = uqr, where q = (k - -  1) i x + h since 
v = UqSl we get v = uquqr or v = u~'r where p = k i  1 + h. From substitut ion into the 
original equation, we get 
or  
o r  
o r  
(rm) q ((rm) ~ r) ~'2 ~x : ((rm) p r) ~1 (rm) ~2 [3 
(rm) q+~ r((rm) ~ r )  I:~-1 o~ : (rm)~r((rm) ~ r) 6-1 (rm) j2 [3 
(rm) '1 rod = r((rm) ~' r)  i ' -1 (rm) ~ ~. 
rmrcd = rrm~". 
(5.3) 
Then we conclude this subcase with the observation that 
VU = ( r? l l )~r l rm ~ ( r l l z )P rmr  ~-  ur 
Case 6. 1 vJ~ [ < [ u I. This  case is covered by Case 5, but with the role of u and v 
reversed. 
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LEMMA 2. I f  U, V, and  w are strings over some f in i te  a lphabet 27 and  i f  x = vZw = wu ~, 
fo r  some l and  m, then there exist strings s and  t such that  v ~ st and  tsu = uts. 
Proof.  Case 1. l vZl <!w ]. In other words, v and u do not overlap. We show 
this case in Fig. 5. 
V \ r  V V V S II ~"  
| ,, 
I I I i I ~ U El. I 
F IGURE 5 
We may write x = vlsu "~ and w = vls -~ su m. 
Then x ~- v2Zs = su 2'n where I sl ~< I w I; repeat this process until I vS I >~ [wl ,  
for somej  ~'~ 1. The  proof  continues as in Case 2. 
Case 2. I v  t] ~ [w,. i  I f  Iv  z[ = lw l ,  thenv  ~ =w and v 2~ =vfu  ~ so v ~=u '~, 
and we are finished since vu = uv  so t ~ v and s = e. Assume that [vZl > [ w I. The  
v's and u's are "over lap"  as shown in Fig. 6. The  leading u cuts the string v in the interior 
of the substring v and splits v into two parts: s and t. 
v 
I!l ] i )  I V S I; V %" ~ W I, 
[wl.i i.] 
FIGURE 6 
Subcase A. m = 1 and l ~ 1. The  substring v is divided into s and t while u = tr 
and r = vkw for some k ~ 0. Since w also occurs as the initial substr ing of wu" ,  then 
w = v;s where h + j -~-1  ~ l. As a result, we have tsu = tst(st)k(stys = (ts) z+l--~ 
t(st)k(st)~sts = uts, so tsu = uts. 
Subcase B. l ~ 1, m ~ 1. F igure 7 illustrates the situation. 
d 
I 1 I 1 Ir' I ' i  v v s I t v ! I W 
w o ] u 
F IGURE 7 
7I/ I5/3-6 
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We have assumed that w = vt~s for some k /> 0. We first consider what happens if 
]u]  > ] t [  and if [v  ~] >~ Iwu[  and u =tv~r  for somej>~0.  I f  r-----e, then tsu = 
tst(st)~sts = uts. We assume then that 0 < [ r [  < Is]  or Is]  < l r l  < 1st [. I f  0 < 
[ r I < ] s ], then s ~ rs' and u = tvJr while v = rs't and w = (rs't)~'rs '. So if v~w = wu ~, 
then (rs' t)Z(rs' t)~'rs ' = (rs' t)krs'u ~' or (rs' tyrs '  =- rs' u ~" or rs'(trs')' ~- rs'u ~' hence ( tsy = u ~ 
so tsu = uts. I f  [s l  < ] r I < ]st 1, then t = t'r and v ~ st'r while w -~ v~s = (st'r)~'s. 
Then v~w = (st'r)'(st'r)Z's = (st'r)k+ls = (st'r)ksu ' ' or (st ' rys = su ~' and then ( t ' rsy = u '~ 
or (ts) ~ = u ~'' hence tsu - -  uts. 
I f  [ v ~ ] < [ wu [, then we note that w = vies and u ~ tvir (as before), so r is a substring 
of s or of st as before. 
We still have the situation where [u]  ~< ] t 1. If  ] u ] =- I t [, then v = su and vZw = 
(su)~(su)'s = (su)Jsu" or (us) ~ = u ~ so tsu = uts. I f  l u I < I t l  then t = ur and vZw = 
(sury+'s = (sur)'su ~" ~ wu ~. This  can be reduced to (urs) z = u ~ so tsu = uts. 
LEMMA 3. I f  X, y ,  Z, W, U, and v are strings in a f in i te alphabet and i f  xvTy = wu~z 
implies that fo r  any  given integer k >/ 1 there are p and q such that p > k and q > k and 
xv~y ~ wuqz. Then there are strings s and t such that v = st and tsu = uts. (We wi l l  say 
that xvTy -~ wu'"z satisfies the overlap condition.) 
Proof. Let s,j be all those substrings uch that xvis, j  ~ wu j and ]s,~ I -~ Iv  [. Put 
the sii into a sequence so that s i~ is before si2j~ i f /1 < i2 but  if i 1 = i 2 then Jl < J2. 
We now find an si~j~ and S,hjh such that i~ < ih and j~. < j~ and I s~.~ t = I s~;~ I. Since all 
s~ are such that [ s,~. I ~< I v I, there must be two such substrings of equal length. Select a 
p and q so that i~, < p andjh < q and then xvVy = wuqz. We now observe that si~kv i~-i~ = 
UJh--J~Sikj~ and Lemma 2 may be applied to conclude that v : st and tsu = uts. 
6. PROPERTIES OF LOOPS IN a-TRANSDUCERS WITH A ONE-ELEMENT-INPUT VOCABULARY 
Insofar as possible, we wish to determine the essential ooping properties of both 
single-accepting transducers and single-valued transducers with one letter inputs. F rom 
this point on we refer to these transducers as SA-transducers or SV-transducers. 
A. Single- letter- input SA-transducers. I t  is clear that a SV-transducer with a 
one-letter input can have only one loop for each accepting path. However, for the sake of 
completeness, we give a proof of this fact. 
PROPOSITION 3. An accepting path  in a one-letter-input SA-transducer  contains at 
most a single loop. 
Proof.  Assume C is an accepting path with more than one loop. Two of the loops 
must  either be in the nested, star-shaped, or in successive relation to one another. Say 
that C = C1C2~C3C~JC~, where C 2 is a loop circled i t imes and C 4 is a loop circled j 
times. Let h(C1) = a t, h(C2) = a '~, h(C3) = a n, h(C4) = a h, and h(Cs) = a ~. Notice 
that e- input loops are not possible on accepting paths in SA-transducers. Then  a' ,  where 
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s = l + mi  + n - hj + k, is the associated input of C. Let i = h and j  = m, then a e 
where t -~ l -~ mh -~- n -~- hm + k may circle C 2 either 2h times and C 4 no times, or a t 
may bypass C 2 and circle C 4 2m times. The argument is similar for the other types of 
loops. 
As far as distinct paths D 1 and D e are concerned, we see that if D 1 = G1G~G a and 
D 2 = G4G:,G~, where h(al)  : d ,  h(G~.) = a J, h(Ga) -~ a ~, h(G4) = a', h(Gs) = a% 
and h(G6) = a'* and Go and G 5 are loops, then it follows that sj -~ (i _L k) ~" tm@ 
(l -~- n) for any s and t greater than or equal to one. 
These properties completely characterize the structure of one-letter-input SA-trans- 
ducers. Notice that we never had to describe the output in our characterization. 
At this point we need to make a comment about he nature of loops. Above we say that 
loops must be either in a star-shaped, successive, or nested relation to each other. 
There is one more possible relation that loops may have and that is they may overlap, 
as in the following example: (p ,x~,y~,q) (q ,  xo - ,y2 ,p ) (p ,x~,ya ,q ) .  We have not 
treated this possibility since a repetition of one of the loops creates a star-shaped, succes- 
sive, or nested relation. 
B. Single-letter-input SV-transducers. Let 3 I  be a SV-transducer with a one-letter 
input. We now find that the inputs need not be restricted in any way and 21I may still be 
single-valued. Here is an example: Let M have any configuration of loops whatsoever. 
For every symbol, say a, read by M output a c. Then if the input is a i the output is c i, 
no matter which path was traversed. In SV-transducers it is the outputs that must be 
restricted rather than the inputs. There are no restrictions on the outputs of SA-trans- 
ducers. 
Below we have a series of lemmas that describe the outputs of looping configurations 
of one-letter-input SV-transducers. 
LEMMA 4. Let  C 1 and Co- be star-shaped loops on some accepting path in a one-letter 
input SV-transducer. I f  u and v are the associated outputs of  C 1 and C~ , then uv == vu. 
Proof. Let C := COC1C2C 3 be the path such that C begins at q0 and goes to the state 
for which C 1 is the loop. After circling C 1 the path circles Co- and then goes to a final 
statef. Since h(C)  == a', for some i, C~ and C 2 may be taken in either order and the output 
must be the same so if h'(Co) = w and h'(C:~) = y we have wuvy == wvuv  or uv = vu. 
LEMMA 5. Let  Ca and C 2 be nested loops on some accepting path in a one-letter-input 
SV-transducer. I f  v and u are associated outputs of  C 1 and C2, then there are strings s and t 
such that v - :  st and tsu =-= uts. 
P ro@ If C t and C., are nested loops, then C 1 = cite1 and C -~ CoCt 'C2C~Ca,  
where C is an accepting path. Let h(Cl '  ) = a z, h(C2) = a t, and h(C~) = a a'. Then we 
see that ' " ' " ' " ' " h(CoC 1 C2OlC 1C1C3) = h(OoC 1 C1C 1C2C1C3) so h(Cl'C2ClCltO1) = 
h(C , 'C [C , 'CzC[ )  - -  a", r = 2i + j + 2k. But i fh'(C,')  = s, h' (C D - -  t, and h'(C2) == u, 
then sutst = stsut, so uts = tsu. 
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LEMMA 6. Let C, and C 2 be successive loops on some accepting path of a one-letter-input 
SV-transdueer. I f v and u are the associated outputs of C 1 and Co, then there are strings s 
and t such that v -: st and tsu = uts. 
Proof. Let C be an accepting path such that C = COCIC2C3C 4 . Let h(C~)= a i, 
h(C2) ~- a', and h(Cs) =-- d". If s = 2ij + k, then a ~ may circle C t 2j times or a ~ may 
circle C 2 2i times. But if h'(C,) = v, h'(C3) -~ w, and h'(C2) = u, then v~w ~ wu 2~. We 
may use Lemma 2 to obtain the result. 
These results may be summarized by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. I f  C 1 and C a are adjoining loops in a one-letter-input SV-transducer and 
if  v and u are their associated outputs, then there are strings s and t such that v = st and 
ISU ~ t i ts.  
Notice that Lemma 4 concluded that in star-shaped loops vu = uv; however, in this 
case, t = e and s ~ v, so Theorem 2 holds also. 
We now turn our attention to loops which are not necessarily adjoining. That is, let C 
and C' be accepting paths and C = C1CzC ~ and C' = CaCsC 6 , where Co and C 5 are loops. 
Even in this case we may draw some conclusions about the nature of the outputs of C 2 
and C a providing that h(C) = h(C'). 
THmREaI 3. Let C = C~C2~'Ca nd C' = C~C~'~C 6 be accepting paths in a one-letter- 
input SV-transducer such that h(C) = h(C') and C2 and C a are loops. Let v and u be the 
associated output of Co and Ca. Then there exist strings s and t such that v = st and tsu = 
uts. 
Proof. Let h(C1)=a ' ,  h (C~)=a j, h (C~) - -a  ~, h(C4)=a ~, h (Cs)=a" ,  and 
h(C6) := a", then a'a,,'a ~ = a'a'qa ". If h'(C1) = x, hi(C2) = v, h ' (C3)  ~--- y , / / ' (Ca. )  = w, 
h'(Ca) = u, h'(C,) -- z, then xvVy = wuVz. Notice that p and q may be as large as we 
wish since a ~ where t = i 4- jp  4- k 4- rim = l 4- mq 4- n 4- rim, for any r /> 1, is an 
input for paths C" and C" which have outputs of xvV+*'~y 4- wuq+rJz, and so p q- rm > k 
and q + 0 > k, for any given k ~ 0. As a result, we have satisfied the overlap condition 
and may use Lernma 3. 
7. PROPERTIES OF LOOPS WITH ~/[ULTIPLE-SYMBOL-INPUT VOCABULARIES 
The case of multiple symbol inputs is more complicated since we know less about the 
associated inputs of the loops. However, Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 can give us an answer as 
to what properties are necessary for loops to have in multipath inputs as well as multipath 
outputs. 
LEMMA 7. Let D 1 and D2 be star-shaped loops in any a-transducer hi.  I f  x = 
h(D 1DoD 1 D~ ~) '1 '3 Ja . "'" = h(D 2 D~ D 2 "'" D 2), where ix @ 0 and Ji @ O, then h(D1) h(Do-) = 
h(D~) h(Dl); in other words, the associated inputs of D 1 and Do- commute. 
Proof. Let h(Di) == u and h(D2) = v and apply Lemma 1. 
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LEMMA 8. Let D, and Dz be star-shaped loops on an accepting path in a SV-transducer AI. 
Then if the inputs of Dt and D e commute, the outputs of D~ and Dz commute also. 
Proof. If  h(D~) h(Dz) == h(D~) h(Da), then h'(Dt) h'(D.,) = h'(De) h'(D~). 
LEMMA 9. Let D~ and D 2 be nested loops ht an arbitrary a-transducer, that is, D~ _ DaDA 
and DaDoD . is a. path. Let x be an input such that x -= h(DaD e D~DaD z D~ ".. DaD z Da) = 
h(DaD'2'D,DaD'~'D, "" DaD'etDa) for some i~, io .... , i~ and j~ ,A  ,...,J5 then the inputs of 
DaD a and D~ commute. 
Proof. Let h(DaDa) = v, h(D2) : u, h(Da) = s, and h(DA) = t. Then x = sui~vW~v'- 
u~t ~- suhvu~v "'y~*t we may eliminate the leading s and following t as well as either 
the leading u ~1 or u'~ (depending upon whether)'1 or i~ is larger). The resulting equation 
is then in the form required for application of Lemma I. 
LEMMA 10. I f  D 1 = DaD 4 and D e are nested loops (as in Lemma 9) in a SV-transducer 
and h(DADa) commutes with h(De), then h'(D~Da) commutes with h'(De). 
Proof. By hypothesis t,'/D nqn  r~ n~2D ik , ~ ~ "" ~ a~ ~a~z A "'" DaD~ DA) = h (DaD DADaD. 2D~ "'" 
DaD 2 D4). We may again apply Lemma 1 to prove the result. 
L~MMA 1 1. I f  D 1 and Dz are successive loops in any a-transducer and D z is a path 
between Dt and Da and if  there are i, j, I, m, all greater than 0 such that h(DliD.,DaO = 
h(D]D~D3 "~) and i -~ l, then there is a D 4 and Da and h(Dl) ~ h(DaDs) , and h(DsD~) 
commutes with h( Da). 
Proof. Let h(D~)= v, h(Dz)-= w, and h(Da)= u. Then viwW = vZwu "~ and if 
i > l, then vi-~w = wu "~-~. Apply Lemma 2 to obtain the result. 
LEMMA 12. I f  D 1 and D2 are successive loops on an accepting path of a SV-transducer 
and if x ~ h(Dx*DzD3 J) = h(DlZDaDa m) where i, L l, and m are not zero and i 5a l, then 
there is a Da and D5 such that h'(Dx) = h'(D4Ds) and h'(D~D4) commutes with h'(Da). 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2. 
We would like to summarize these results with several theorems. In order to do this, 
we first define a multipath input of an a-transducer. 
Let P be the regular set of all paths in an a-transducer 3I. Let ~ = CoCI*CaCe*CA, 
where C i and C, are loops and Co, Ca, and C A are any paths at all. Then ~ is the set of 
all paths which begin at Co, loop at C1, go through Ca, loop at Ce, and finally go 
through CA. 
Let 671 = U~.j,~:,~,m C~C~*CkC~*C,~, where C~ and C~ are loops and each path in 6~ 1
is in P. 6g 1 is the set of all successive loops in M. 
Let ~ ----- Co(C1Ce*Ca) C~, where C 2 and C1C a are loops..L a is a set of nested loops. 
Call c7~ the set of all nested loops in 21/. Similarly, if ~4' = Co(C 1 ~3 Cz)*Ca, then ~ is the 
set of star-shaped loops through C 1 and C2, and ~a is the set of all star-shaped loops 
in 3/. The family of all paths through adjoining loops in M is 6~ = dg~ u ~ u 6g a . We 
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shall say that x is" a mult ipath input o f  M if there are paths C and C' such that C @ C' 
and x = h(C)  == h(C' )  and C and C' are both in one set ~d' as given above. If C 1 and C 2 
are loops in C and C' then we may say that adjoining loops C 1 and C 2 have mult ipath 
input x. 
Note that we have included some loopless paths in the definitions of C[ 1 , C/2 , and C/3 . 
These paths do not seem to create difficulties ince they cannot be one of the two distinct 
paths C and C'. 
THEOREM 4. I f  adjoining loops D 1 and D 2 is an a-transducer have mult ipath inputs, 
then h(Da) =- st and h(D.,) -~ u and tsu ~ uts. 
The conclusions we have reached up to this point show that given a multipath input 
for loops C1 and C,,, h(C~) ~ st and h(C.,) -~ u and tsu -~ uts. The same sort of conclusion 
can be reached for outputs in a SV-transducer. 
THEOREM 5. I f  adjoining loops D 1 and D 2 in a SV-transducer M have mult ipath inputs, 
then h ' (D l )  =- xy and h'(Do) ~ z and yxz = zyx.  
We would like to formulate as much of a converse as possible for Theorem 5. We would 
like to say that if we are given any set ~ with adjoining loops C1 and Ca in an a-transducer 
31 and if h(C~) - -  st and h(C2) - -  u and tsu ~ uts and if h'(C~) ~ rm and h'(Co) ~ y 
and mry - -  ymr  then the associated outputs of paths in ~ are single-valued. We give 
an example of two loops which satisfy these conditions (Fig. 8) and yet have multipath 
inputs which do not have single-valued outputs. Let baSb ~ h(CoCt~C2Cz) = h(CoC~Cz3C3) 
but h'(CoC12C2C:;) == zx4z while h'(CoC1Co~C3) = zxSz. So M is not single-valued. 
a2/x 
a/x  2 
FIGURE 8 
THEOREM 6. Let  v and u be the inputs o f  adjoining loops in a SV-transducer  and  x and y 
their corresponding outputs. Then v = st and x = rm so that tsu -~ uts and tory ---- ymr .  
Then there are strings w and z and integers n, h, p,  q, such that ts =- w p~, mr ~ z qn, 
y ---- z '~', and u =- w ~'~. 
Proof. Assume the adjoining loops do have the single-valued property in the hypo- 
thesis. Then for some w and z, we know ts ~ w ~, u =- w; while rm ~ z ~ and y ---- zL 
Now if w ~j is an input string, then w ~ may circle ts around j times or u around i times, so 
the associated output is z Jk and z it. Since the loops are single-valued, jk = il. Let p' = 
gcd( i , j )  and q' -= gcd(l,  k); then j z  = il becomes p' j 'k 'q '  = i 'p' l 'q'  or j ' k '  = i ' l ' .  But 
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j ' ] i ' l ' ,  so j ' ] l '  since i '  and j '  are relatively pr ime,  and l '  ] j '  by  the same reasoning, so 
t' = j '  and k'  ~ i'. 
Then  we see that  p, q, n, and h may be chosen arbitrar i ly  but  as long as i = pn, 
j -- ph, k --= qn, and l = qh, the output  of adjo in ing loops will be single-valued. 
There  is still the case of loops along nonad jo in ing  paths to be considered. Here again 
we find that  one of the lemmas does all the work. 
THEOREM 7. Let Ca and Co be paths in an a-transducer such that h(C1) = x'#y = 
wul~z =~ h( C.,), where v and u are the associated inputs of C 1 and C 2 . I f  the overlap condition 
is satisfied, then v == st and tsu ~ uts. 
Pro@ Use Lemma 3. 
Note added in proof. The following theorem provides an algorithm for deciding the equivalence 
of deterministic finite state transducers as defined in Aho and Ullman, The Theory of Parsing, 
Translation and Compiling, Vol. I. (1972). The proof is expected to appear in a subsequent issue of 
this journal. 
THEOREM: Deterministic finite state transducers M and N having an and n states, respectively, 
are equivalent iff they have the same domain and for each input string s of length, at most 2ran -- l, 
the regular sets M(s) and N(s) are equal. 
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